
BANNING CELLPHONES IN SCHOOL ESSAY

Free Essay: With the blooming development of science and technology, mobile phones have Actually, it is not
necessary to ban mobile phones in schools.

They include practical difficulties of enforcing a ban in the classroom being exacerbated by banning of phone
use during break times and lunchtimes. This is completely unfair, and it needs to be dealt with. A major debate
topic is should cell phones be allowed in schools? Cell phones are a nascence when in school and it is a good
idea to have them banned during school hours with the use of cell phones in school you haves disruptions in
the classroom, temptations to cheat or blackmail someone, a decline in grades, and trouble with the principle
an Lisa Nielsen, a Director of Digital Engagement for the New York State Department of Education, and
Willyn Webb, adjunct professor of social ethics at Colorado Christian University, performed a survey to see
the different ways students use cell phones in school For this reason teachers find cell phones distracting.
There is a danger banning phones from classrooms might distract education staff from having to continue with
efforts to address the more immediate causes of cyberbullying. In addition to cell phones being distracting,
cell phones also degrade the confidence of students in the classroom. Why does a student even need to use a
cell phone during school. So should they be allowed to bring them to school? We shouldn't have to be exiled
to having to use them only in private. And lastly, cell phones have even opened new doors for cheaters. As the
American Library Association notes, books are usually banned "with the best intentionâ€¦to protect others,
frequently children, from difficult ideas and information. There are many schools that already have rules
against cell phones for the obvious reasons, and my principal has decided to ban them during school hours
Many teachers and parents feel that this constant addiction to technology will be the ultimate bring down of
their children intellectually! At the time, the cell phone was only for the call. Your life is now upside down. Of
course Banning Cell Phones In School Essay words - 2 pages phones are a huge distraction to other students
around the classroom. Cell phones were originally against school rules. Cell phones should not be banned in
the classroom, but teachers should put some guidelines on when students should use them and not use them,
like prohibiting the use of cellphones during tests and lectures but allowed during independent work times
There is considerable public support for banning mobiles. Students could be texting friends the answers on
tests, talking on the phone and not paying attention and miss an announcement, or they might talk or text and
hurt another individual verbally or physically Not only does it keep that student from focusing, but it can
potentially ruin things for their fellow classmates as well, and it can continue to be a horrible habit that keeps a
student out of work! However, phones during class in high school and college should be up to the teacher,
whether or not to have them. Cell phones are distracting, disrespectful, and distracting in the school
environment. Before you know it, you just ran a red light and get side swiped by a school bus. If students are
texting in school, the next step could be texting on the road while they are driving. Because of this, our
principal has issued a cell phone policy that no cell phone should be on or used during school hours. Although,
cell phones are a great advantage for students in their learning, but cell phoneâ€¦. Additionally, using mobile
phones in schools has some positive influences. There is also a small percentage of students without cell
phones in which case, it would leave those students at a disadvantage if others were able to use their cell
phones during school Second reason is cell phones teach students responsibility. Only 2 percent of the foods
offered at schools are fresh or dried fruit. High School Or College Classes? It is extremely frustrating for the
educator! Many cell phones these days have cameras which students use against their peers by taking
embarrassing photos of them unsuspectingly. Many accidents can happen from careless cell phone use. How
are you going to handle that and the humiliation?


